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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group and let p be an element of ~-(G)= {p: 
prime [p divides IGI}. Put @(G)  = {U: p-subgroup _ G I Op(Nc(U)) = 
U} and 2p(G) = ~p(G) - {1}. An element of ~2p(G) is called a p-radical 
subgroup of G. 2p(G) plays an important role in the various fields. For 
example, A(@(G)) gives us valuable information when we verify the 
Dade's conjecture for G. Here A(~p(G)) is a simplicial complex whose 
vertex set is 2p(G), and its simplex is each chain of elements of 2p(G) 
with respect o natural inclusion in ~p(G). A(~p(G)) is called the p-radi- 
cal complex of G. Furthermore, it is known that the alternating-sum 
decomposition of mod p cohomology of G is 
__ l ]d im(o- ) /~n/ ( -~ Z ) ,  
cr~ A(J~p(G))/G 
where n is any nonnegative integer, G~ is the stabilizer of a simplex o-, 
and 2x(@(G))/G is a set of the representatives of G-orbits of A(@(G)) 
(see [9]). Hence the calculation of a group cohomology reduces to the 
calculation of smaller groups. On the other hand, A(@(G)) can be 
regarded as a geometry for G. Recently, for a sporadic simple group G, 
A(@(G)) is investigated in this direction very much, and it is closely 
connected with the essential p-local geometry for G. A(@(G)) is deter- 
mined by S. D. Smith, S. Yoshiara and et al. for some sporadic simple 
groups G and p ~ 7r(G). The purpose of this paper is to determine 
2~(Co 1) up to conjugacy, where Co 1 is the Conway simple group. 
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In Section 2 we roughly describe the way to determine ~.@~2(COl), in 
Section 3 we prove several lemmas about p-radical subgroups, and in 
Sections 4 and 5 we completely determine ~U~2((A 4 X G2(4)):2) and 
~22((A 6 × U3(3)):2), respectively. In Sections 6-11 we examine which 
candidate for 32(Co 1) actually belongs to ,@2(COl), and in the last section, 
12, we state the main result of this paper. Our notation is fairly standard 
(see [3]). Split and nonsplit extensions are denoted A:B  and A'B,  
respectively, while A.B denotes an arbitrary extension of A by B. 
2. HOW TO DETERMINE ~@2(COl) 
Let (A, q) be the Leech lattice, that is, (A, q) is the 24-dimensional even 
unimodular lattice that has no vector v such that q(v) = 2. Let Aut(A, q) 
:= {o- ~ O(R  24, q)  ] A °- = ~_}. Aut(A, q) is called the Conway group, which 
will be denoted -0. Its center Z = Z(-0) is of order 2, and the factor group 
Co 1 := .O/Z is a simple group, which is also called the Conway group. The 
local subgroups of Co 1 have been classified by Curtis [5]. 
THEOREM 2.1 ([5, Theorem 2.1], [10, p. 112]). For any elementary abelian 
2-subgroup E of .0, No(E) /Z  is contained in a confltgate of one of the 
following six groups: 
L 1 = 2+1+'~O8+ (2) L 4 = 211" M24 
L 2 = 24+12(33 X 336) L 5 = (A  4 X G2(4)) :2 
L 3 = 22+12:($3 × L4(2)) L6 = (A 6 × U3(3)) :2. 
Let f~ be a 24-point set and ~(f~)  D ~24 be the binary Golay code. For 
D ~ ~24, eD denotes a reflection along the coordinate vectors vi of CA, q) 
for i ~ D. Put E = (e D L D ~ ~24) / (ea)  = 211; then Nco~(E) = E'M24 , 
where M24 is the Mathieu simple group of degree 24. Let 2; = 
{2;1, ~2 . . . . .  2;6} be the standard sextet, and put B = T 1 = ~1 U ~'~2, T2 = 
2;3 U 2;4, and T 3 = ~5 U ~6; then B is an octad and 3 -= (T1, r2,  T3} is the 
standard trio. The groups E~ = (e~zu~ I 1 _< i • j  _< 6) -- 2 4 and E5 = 
(~r,[ i = 1, 2, 3) = 22 are called a sextet space with respect o ~ and a trio 
• ~ - 4+ 12 space with respect o J ,  respecuvely. Then we have Nco~(E ~) ---- 2 (33 
× 336), Nco(E. 7) -- 22+12:(33 × L4(2)), and Ccol(~) = 2~++8O~(2). 
LEMMA 2.1 ([5], [10]). 1. IrA c_ E x with IAI --_ 23, then Nco,( A) ~ L 1, L 2 
or L 3. 
2. For any 2A-pure subgroup A of COl, Nco(A) ~ L1, L2, L3, or L 4. 
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Remark 2.1. Let G be a finite group and p ~ 7r(GT. If U e@(G)  
with No(U) c_ M, where M is a subgroup of G, then U ~ @(M) .  
Remark 2.1 and Theorem 2.1 imply ~J22(Co 1) _c {U g]g ~ Col, U~ 
~2(L,)  1 _< i _< 7} (see Theorem 2.17. Hence we have to determine ~2(Li) 
(1 _< i < 7). In Sections 4 and 5 we determine 22( (A  4 × G2(4)):2) and 
~3'2((A 6 × U3(3)):2), respectively. The following lemma is very useful in 
determining @(G)when Op(G) 4 1. 
LEMMA 2.2 [6, Lemma 1.9]. Let G be a finite group and p ~ ~r(G). If 
U E @(G)  with Na(U) ~ M, where M is a subgroup of G, then Op(M) _c U. 
In particular, if Op(M) c+ U, then U/Op(M) ~ @(M/Op(M)) .  
The following corollary is straightforward from Lemma 2.2. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let G be a finite simple group, let M be a maximal 
subgroup of G, attd p ~ re(M). If Op(M) v~ 1, then @(M)  = lOp(M), 
U IU /@(M)  ~p(M/Op(M) )} .  
Hence it suffices to determine ~2(0~-(2)), ~=(S 3 × 3S(,), ~2:(S 3 × 
L4(2)), and ~=(M=4). ~'=(M24) is determined by Yoshiara [11], and we can 
easily determine ~(S  3 × 3S 6) and ~'=(S 3 × L4(2)) by Lemma 3.2 (see 
Section 3). 
THEOREM 2.2 [2]. Let G be a group of Lie type ouer a field of characteris- 
tic p. Then @(G)  = {Op(U) t G _~ U = parabolic subgroup}. 
Then we can find the candidates for ~22(Co~), and in Sections 6-11 we 
examine which candidate actually belongs to 32(Co 1). 
LEMMA 2.3 [6, Lemma 1.10]. Let G = G 1 × G 2 be a direct product of 
finite groups G 1 and G2,  and p ~ ~(G). 
1. For U ~ ~qYp(G), put U, = projc(U) = {x ~ G 2 3y  ~ Gj such that 
(x, y) ~ U} ({i,j} = {1,2}). If U, 4= 1 then U, ~2p(Gi)l(i = 1,27. 
2. For U, E 2p(G,) (i = 1, 2), put U = U 1 × U 2. Then U ~ 9p(G). 
3. SOME LEMMAS 
In this section we prove several lemmas that will be applied in our 
investigations. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A be a finite group with a normal subgroup G of a prime 
indexp. Then for any g ~@(A) ,  g (3 G ~p(G) .  
Proof Suppose U 1 = U (~ G 4= 1. If U 1 = U, then Op(Na(U)) is a nor- 
mal p-subgroup of NA(U), that is, Op(NG(U)) 20p(NA(U)) = U holds. 
This implies U ~ 2p(G). 
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We may assume U~ c U. Suppose U 1 c X = @(No(U1)). Since U acts 
on the nontrivial p-group X/U 1, we obtain 1 =~ Cx/vl(U) =: Y/U1. From 
the definition of Y, [U,Y] c_ U 1 c_ U c~ Y. It follows that U C_NA(Y) and 
Y c_ NA(U). It also follows from the definition of Y, Na(U) acts on Y. 
Since U~G and [A :G]  is a prime, we have A =GU and NA(U)= 
N~(U)U. Hence Y~___NA(U) and Y c_ @(NA(U)) = U. It follows Y _c U c~ 
G = U 1, which contradicts our assumption. This completes the proof. | 
LEMMA 3.2. Let G = H × K be the direct product of two finite groups H 
and K, andp • vr(G). For U • @(G) ,  U = U 1 × U 2 holds where U 1 = (H 
× {1}) r3 U and U 2 = ({1} × K) (3 U. In particular, dS~p(G) = {V × W I V 
• W • 
Proof. Put V = projH(Z(U)) and W = projK(Z(U)); then CG(Z(U)) = 
CH(V) × CK(W). Since Nc~(z(~:))(U) <IN~(U), we have U _c Op 
(Ncc~(z(u))(U)) c Or(No(U)) = U and U = Op(Ncc(z(~:))(U)), namely, U • 
3p(Cc(Z(U))) .  By induction on ]G], we may assume G = Cc,(Z(U)). Hence 
Z(U) c_ Z(G) and Z(U) c_ Op(Z(G)). On the other hand, since Op(Z(G)) 
~__Nc(U), we obtain Op(Z(G)) ~ Op(Nc(U))= U and Op(Z(G))= 
Op(Z(G)) N g c_ Z(U). Thus I ~ Z(U) = Op(Z(G)) = Op(Z(H))_× 
Op(Z(K)). Put C = G/Z(U) = H/Op(Z(H)) X K/Op(Z(K)) and U = 
U/Z(U) c_ G. Then Op(N~-(0)) = %(Na(U) )= U and U _ •@(G) .  By 
induction, U can be written as U = U 1 × U2, where Ull = (H x {1}) c~ U 
and ~= ({1} × K)  c~ U. This completes the proof. | 
Indeed, Lemma 2.3 (2) implies JS~p(G) ~,~ := {V× W[ V•~p(H) ,  W 
• ~p(K)}, and Lemma 2.3 (1) and the above assertion imply ~p(G) G~. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let H be a finite group, K be a finite group of Lie type over a 
field of characteristic p, and cr be a field automorphism of K of order p. 
Suppose o- acts on H, and for any V • @(H) ,  there exists an element h of H 
such that o- acts on V h. Then {U •@((H x K)<o-)) [ U_cHXK} = 
@(H × K). 
Proof. Put G = H × K and A = G{o-}. By Lemma 3.1, {U •2p(A)  I 
U c G} C_~p(G). Conversely, for any U •~p(G),  it can be written as 
U-  V x W, where V •~G'p(H) and W •~p(K)  by Lemma 3.2. By our 
assumption, we can assume o- acts on both V and W, and thus NA(U) = 
NG(U){o-}. Assume @(NA(U) )g  Na(U). Then there exists an element 
y = X IX  2 Of NG(U) (x I • NH(IZ), x 2 • NK(W))  such that x(r • Op(NA(U)). 
It follows that [Nc(g),{xo-}] c_Na(U) A @(NA(U)) C_ Op(Nc(U)) = U 
and [NK(W)/W, {x2o-}] =-1. If W= {1} then [K, x2o-] = 1, a contradic- 
tion. If W ¢ {1}, then NK(W)/W = L is a standard Levi factor, which 
contains Cartan subgroup C. In particular, we have [C, {x:o-}] = 1 and 
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x 2 o-~ L (  o- ), which contradicts the fact Cr(~)(C)  = C. Hence Op(NA(U)) 
c_ Na(U) , which implies that U ~ @(A) .  | 
By the same argument as in the proof  of Lemma 3.3, we have the 
following 1emma: 
LEMMA 3.4. Let G be a finite group of Lie type over a field of characteris- 
tic p, and o" be afield automorphism of G of orderp. Then {U ~@(G(o- ) )  
I U ___ G} = @(G) .  
4. 2 -RADICAL  SUBGROUPS OF (A 4 X G2(4)):2 
In this section we determine ~2((A4 x G2(4)):2). Let 05 be the root 
system of type (G2) and I I  = {a, b (a < b)} where a < b is the fundamen- 
tal system of 05. Then the positive system of 05 is 05+ = {a, b, a + b, 2a + 
b, 3a +b,3a  +2b}.  Let G2(4)= (xr(t) l re05 ,  t¢F )  be a Chevalley 
group of type (G 2) over F = GF(4). The following Chevalley's commutator  
formulas are very useful for calculating Sylow 2-subgroups of G2(4) (see 
[8]). For a , /3  E F, 
[Xa( OZ),X2a+b( 
/3 ) ] = Xa+b( Ol/3 )X2a+b ( a2/3 )x3a+b ( 0/3/3 ), 
/3 ) ]  = X3a+b(Of2/3)X3a+2b(Of/32), 
/3 ) ]  = X3a+b(Ol/3), 
/3 ) ]  = X3a+2b(OZ/3), 
/3)1 = x3o+2b( /3), 
/3)] = 1 (for all other pairs of positive roots r and s) .  
Put H = A 4, V = ((1, 2)(3, 4), (1, 3)(2, 4)) _c H,  K = G2(4) and G = H × 
K. Let o- be an automorphism of G of order 2 such that o- is a 
transposition in H(o - )  -- S 4 and induces a field automorphism on K, that 
is, Xr(t)  c~ = Xr(t 2) (t E F, r ~ 05). Then A = G(o-  ) is isomorphic to L 5 in 
Theorem 2.1 (see [1, p. 282]). By Theorem 2.2, ~ '2(K)  = {P~, (Ua) ~, (Ub) k [ 
k ~ K}, where P = (X  r I1" ~ 05+), U a = (X  r I r ~ 05+-{a}),  U b = (X  r I r 
e 05+-{b}),  and Xr = (xr(t) I t E F )  is the root subgroup of K. Further- 
more, ~922(H) = {V}. By Lemma 3.2, we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. ~2(G)  = {Vx  Wl W~2(K)} .  
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~gJ2( A ) consists of six classes whose representatives are 
VxP ,  V×Ub,  (V×P) (c r ) ,  
V× U~, V× {1}, (V× {1})(o-5. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, {U • 22(A)  I U c G} = 2z (G) .  Hence it suffices 
to determine U • aJYz(A) with U g G. Put U 1 = U C~ G. Then there exists 
an element x =XlX 2 of G (x 1 • H, x 2 • K)  such that U= Ul(XCr) and 
IU: U~I = 2. 
Claim. U 1~ 1. Suppose U s = 1. We obtain U= (xcr )  =Z 2 and 
NA(U) = CA(xo-) = CG(xo') × (xo- )  = CH(Xl o-) × CK(x2~) × {x~r). 
Since XlCr is an involution in S 4 - A4, XlO" is of type (12 • 21). Therefore 
O2(CH(XlCr)) = Z2, which contradicts that U •~@2(A). 
By Lemma 3.1, U 1 • ~2(G) ,  and hence U 1 = V x W, where W • ~2(K) .  
Replacing W by its conjugate subgroup if necessary, we may assume 
W = P, U a, U b or {1}, and thus o- acts on both V and W, and x • NG(U 1) = 
NI4(V) x Nx(W).  By Sylow's theorem, we may assume x I = 1. We may 
also assume that U= (VX W)(xo- )  and [U :Vx  WI = 2, where W= 
P, Ua, U b or {1} and x • Nx(W).  We determine the representatives of 
NK(W)(  o- ) /W-orb i ts  of 2-elements of NK(W)o-/W. 
Case. W = P. It follows from Sylow's theorem that U is a conjugate of 
(v x P)< ~ ). 
Case. W = U a. We obtain NK(Ua)/U a = XaC, where C is the Cartan 
subgroup of K, which is isomorphic to Z 3 × Z 3. For any 2-element x of 
(XaC)o-, x is a conjugate of an element of Xao-, and thus x is a conjugate 
of o- or x,(7)o- in (XaC){o-) ,  where F ~ = {7)  = Z 3. Note that or is not 
a conjugate of xa(y)o- in (XaC){o-) .  It follows that U is a conjugate of 
(V × Ua){o-) or (V× Ua)(Xa(y)O-), where (Xa(y)o-) 4 = 1. However, the 
latter case contradicts [U: U,] = 2. 
Case. W = U b. U is a conjugate of (V × Ub)( o- ) by the same argument 
as above. 
Case. W = {1}. xcr is an involution of Ko-. It suffices to determine the 
conjugacy classes of involutions of Ko- in K (o - ) .  Hence U is a conjugate 
of (V × {1})(o-) (see [3]). 
Therefore any element U • ~(A)  with U g G is a conjugate of one of 
(v×{1}){o-), (V×Va)(~),  (V×U, ) (~) ,  (V×P) (~) .  
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Conversely, we have to examine which candidate actually belongs to 
°J22(A). Let U = (V × W)(cr  ) be one of the above candidates, and put 
U 1 = V X W.  Since NA(UI( o- )) c NG(U1) ( o ), we have NA(UI( cr )) = 
(Nc(U 1) Yl No(Ul(o-)))(o'). Put D 1 = NH(V) A NH(V(o')) and D 2 = 
NK(W) n NK(W(o-)),  and then NA(UI(o')) = (D 1 × D2)(o - )  and 
NA(UI(Cr))/UI(O') -- D1 /V  × D2/W holds. It follows that U ~ °32(A) if 
and only if 02(D1/V) = 02(D2/W) = 1. On the other hand, DI /V  = 
CNh,(V)/V((O')V/V) = CNH(V)/v(O') and D2/V  = CNK(W)/w(O'). Since 
02(DI /V )  = 02(Cz3(~))= 1, we obtain that U e22(A)  if and only if 
02(CNK(W)/W (0")) = 1. 
Case. W = P. Since U is a Sylow 2-subgroup of A, U ~ ~2(A) .  
Case. W = U a. Since NK(Ua)/U ~ ~- X ,C  and Cxoc(cr) = (x~(1)) -- Z 2, 
we obta in  02(CNl.(Vo)/Ua(~) ) :¢: 1 and U ~22(A) .  
Case. W = U b. Using the same argument as above, we have U ~ 22(A) .  
Case. W= {1}. Since 02(NNK(W)/w(O')) = 02(CK(O-)) = O2(G2(2)) = 
1, U ~ ~22(A). We have determined ~'2(A). | 
5. 2 -RADICAL  SUBGROUPS OF (A 6 x U3(3)):2 
In this section we determine 22( (A  6 × U3(3)) : 2). 
5.1. ~2(A6)  and its Properties 
We define three subgroups D, D1, and D 2 of H := A 6 as follows: 
D = ( (1 ,2 ) (3 ,4 ) ,  (1 ,2 ) (3 ,5 ,4 ,6 ) )  = Ds, 
D 1 = ( (1 ,2 ) (3 ,4 ) , (1 ,3 ) (2 ,4 ) )  -~ Z 2 × Z2, 
D a = ( (1 ,2 ) (3 ,4 ) , (1 ,2 ) (5 ,6 ) )  = Z 2 × Z 2, 
NH(D ) =D,  
NH( D1) ~- $4, 
NH(D2)  ~ $4, 
where D 1 is not a conjugate of D 2 in H. Then we can easily obtain 
~2(H)  = {Dh,(D1)t',(D2) h I h ~ H}. Let o- = (1,2) be an automorphism 
of H;  then cr acts on D, D1, and D 2. 
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PROPOSrrION 5.1. For V= D, D1, D 2 or {1}, the representatives of 
NH(V)(  o" )~V-orbits of 2-elements of N~(V)o - /V  and their centralizers are 
as follows. We consider only the representatives of involutions when V = {1}. 
V Representative ~ of NH(V)( or )/V-orbit of NH(V)o-/V CNH(v)/y(~,) 
D Y 1 
D1 Za, $3 
D2 $3, Zz 
{1} $4, & 
~, (1, 2)(5, 6)~r 
~, (4,6)(3,5)o- 
o,, (3, 4)(5, 6)~r 
Proof. Case. V = D. Since N~(D) = D, the claim is clear. 
Case. V = {1}. It suffices to determine the representatives of involu- 
tions of S 6 -A  6. 
Case. V= D 1. We have 
8 3 ~ NH(D1) /D  1 
= {1, (1, 2)(5, 6), (2, 3)(5,6), (1,3)(5, 6), (1, 2, 3), (1,3, 2)}, 
NH( D1)o-/D 1 
= {(1,2), (5, 6), (1, 2, 3) (5, 6), (1, 3, 2) (5, 6), (2, 3), (1,3)} 
and NH(D~)(o- ) /D 1 = D12. Then NH(D1)(o-)/Dl-orbits of involutions 
of NH(D1)o-/D 1are  {~ = (1,2), (2, 3), (1,3)} and {(5, 6) = (1,2)(5, 6) o-}. 
Hence the centralizers are CNH(DO/DI(~)= ( (1 ,2 ) (5 ,6 ) )=Z 2 and 
CN.(DO/D,( 1,2) (5.6) 0-) = NH(D 1 ) /D  1 --- S 3. 
Case. V=D 2 .Wehave  
= /1 , (1 ,5 ) (2 ,6 ) , (4 ,6 ) (5 ,3 ) , (1 ,3 ) (2 ,4 )  ,} 
S3 ~- NH(D2) /D2 ~ ( ]~-6) , - (1 , ,~6, ,4 )  ' 
NH(D2)o-/D2 = {(1 ,2 ) , (1 ,5 ,2 ,6 ) , (4 ,5 ,3 ,6 ) , (1 ,3 ,2 ,4 ) ,  
(1,3,5, 2, 4, 6), (1,5, 3, 2, 4, 6)}, 
and NH(D2) ( O- ) /D  2 = D12. Then NH(D2) ( cr ) /D2-Orbits of involutions 
of N,(D2)cr /D 2 are {~ = (1,2)} and {(1,5,2,6),  (1,3,2,4) ,  (4 ,5,3,6)  = 
(4, 6)(5,3)cr}. Hence the centralizers are CN,(O2)/D2(~') = NH(D2)/D 2 = 
S 3 and CN,,(D2)/D((4,6)(5,3)O-) = ( (4 ,6) (5 ,3) )  ---- Z 2. | 
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5.2. ~.~'2(U3(3)) and its Properties 
In this subsection, we use the notations about the Chevalley group of 
type (G 2) in Section 3. Note that F = GF(2). Let G2(2) = (Xr(1) I r ~ q~) 
be a Chevalley group of type (G2) over F. Put A = G2(2) , K = [A, A], 
and x~ = x~(1) (r ~ alP+); then K is isomorphic to U3(3) and is a normal 
subgroup of A of index 2 (see [7, p. 174]). Furthermore, K = {x ~ A I x as 
a product of root elements contains an even number of short root 
elements} (see [7, p. 174]), and hence A = K(xa). By Theorem 2.2, 
22(A)  = {P~, (U~) k, (Ub) k I k ~ K} (see Section 4). Put 
Q = K ~ P = (X  b, X3~+b, X3a+2b, Xa+bX2a+b , XaXa+b) 
= (Xb ,  Xa+bX2a+ b, XaXa+b) @- Syl2(K ), 
Qa = K A U~ = (X  b,X3~+b,X3~+2 b,xa+bxg~+b) 
= (xb, x~+b, x~+~xe~+~), 
Qa t> N = (Xa+bX2a+b) = Z4,  QJN = Z 2 X Z2,  
Qb = K Cq U b = (X3a+b ,X3~+2b,x~+bxza+b ,x~xa+b) 
= (Xa+bX2a+b) X (XaXa+b) = Z 4 X Z 4. 
Then we have NK(Q) = Q, NK(Qa)-~ 4"$4, and Nx(Qb)~-42:$3. By 
Lemma 3.1, Q,Q,,Qb ~2(K) ,  and we can easily see ~'2(K)  = 
{Q~, (Qa) k, (Qb) ~ [ k ~ K}. Put o- = x~; then o- is an automorphism of K 
and acts on Q, Q~, and Qb. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. For W= Q, Qa, Qb or {1}, the representatives of
NK(W)( cr )~W-orbits of 2-elements of NK(W)o'/W and their centralizers are 
as follows. We consider only the representatives of inuolutions when W = {1}. 
W Representative ~ of NK(W)( c~ ) /W-orbit  of Nx(W)o-/W CNK(W>/W(~) 
Q ~ 1 
Qa o',xaxa+hO', order(XaXa+b~r) 2 Z2, S 3 
Qh ~,~,  order(xbo-) = 8 $3, Z 2 
{1} ~ S 4 
Proof Case. W = Q. Since NK(Q) = Q, the claim is clear. 
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Case. W = {1}. It suffices to determine the representatives of involu- 
tions of K (o - )  - K. 
Case. W = Q~. We have 
S 3 NK(Qa)/Qa = {l. XaXa+b,O)aXa+b,Xa(Oa, O.)aXa, O)aXa+bXa(Da}, 
U (Oo)¢/Oo = 
and NK(Qa)<O-)/Q a ~D12,  where % :=x~x_:x~ (r = root). Then 
NK(Qa)(o-)/Qa-orbits of involutions of NK(Q~)o'/Q ~ are {Xa+b= 
X~Xa+ ~} and {~ = Xa,Xa, %}. Hence the centralizers are CNx(Qo)/G(~) 
= ( ~ )  = Z 2 and CNK(Oo)/G(XJ~+bO-) = NK(Q~)/Q ~ -- s 3. 
Case. W = Qb. We have 
S B ~- NK(Qb)/Qb = {1,~Ob,Xv, WbXb,XbO)b,XbWbX b = X ;}, 
NK<Q,,)o-/Q b = {-Xa, OJbXa,XbXa,(.ObXbXa,XbfDbXa,X bXa}, 
and Na.(Qb)( o" ) /Qb ~- D12- Then NK(Qb)( cr ) /Qb-orb i ts  of involutions of 
Nx(Q~,)o-/Q b are {FaR = ~} and {XbO-= XbX ., WbX~,Xb~}. Hence the cen- 
tralizers are CuK(ob)/O.b(~') = N~-(Qb)/Q b --  S 3 and CNK(Ob)/ObX(-X~) = (~)  
=Z2.  | 
5.3. 2-Radical Subgroups of (A  6 × U3(3)) : 2 
Put H = A6,  K = U3(3) = [G2(2), G2(2)], and G = H × K. Let o- be an 
automorphism of G of order 2 such that o- is a transposit ion (1, 2) in 
H(c r  ) = S 6 and induces a field automorphism on K, that is, k '~ = xakx ~ 
(k ~ K).  Then A = G(o -}  is isomorphic to L~ in Theorem 2.1 (see [1, p. 
286]). By Lemma 3.2, we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. /?,(G) = {V × W l V ~/~2(H) ,  W ~ ~'2(K)}. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. ~J22(A) consists of 15 classes whose representatives are 
as follows: 
{1} × W (W = Q, Qa, Qb), 
V× {1} (V=D,D~,D2) ,  
(D  × Q) : (o '>,  
(D × Q~):(xaxa+bO-), 
(D × Qb) : (o-), 
(D  a × Q) : ( (1 ,2 ) (5 ,6 )@,  
(D1 × Qa):((1,2)(5,6)xaX~+v@, 
(D1 × Oh):((1,2)(5,6)o-) ,  
(D  2 X Q) : (or ) ,  
(D2 × Qa) : (XaXa+bCr ), 
(D  2 X Qb) : (o - ) .  
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Proof. We determine U e ~2(A)  with U G G. By Lemma 3.1, {U 
~z(A)  I U_c G} G2z(G) .  Hence we examine which element of ~'2(G) 
belongs to ~'2(A). Take U= VX We22(G) .  Replacing V and W by 
their conjugate subgroups if necessary, we may assume V = D, D 1, D2, {1} 
and W = Q, Q~, Qb, {1}. This implies that cr acts on U, and hence NA(U) 
= NG(U)(o- )  = (NH(V) × NK(W)) (o ' )  and NA(U)/U = (NH(V) /VX 
NK(W)/W){ ~r ). 
Case. V = 1. Assume O2(NA(U)) ~ No(U). Using the same argument 
as in the proof of Lemma 3.3, there exists an element x of H such that 
[H,{xcr)] ~-[NH(V)/V,{xo-)] =-1. This is a contradiction, and hence 
{1} X W E ~2(A),  where W = Q, Q~, or Qb. 
Case. W = 1. In the same manner as above, V × {1} e ~2(A),  where 
V = D, D 1, or D 2. 
Case. V v~ 1 and W ~ 1. Since NH(V)/V and N~(W)/W are isomor- 
phic to S 3 or {1}, we have NA(U)/U -- (S B × $3){o-), S3{cr ), or {o-), and 
02(NA(U)/U) v~ 1. This implies that V× W~G22(A). We have deter- 
mined U ~ ~'2(A) with U _c G. 
Next we determine U c ~22(A) with U ~ G. Put U 1 = U N G. Then 
there exists an element x =x~x 2 of G (xl ~ H, x 2 e K)  such that 
U = U~{ x cr } and ]U:U 1] = 2. Using the same argument as in the proof of 
Proposition 4.2, we can prove U 1 ~ 1. By Lemma 3.1, U 1 ~,~2(G), and 
thus U~ = V × W, where V ~ ~22(H) and W ~ ~@2(K). Replacing V and W 
by their conjugate subgroups if necessary, we may assume V = 
D, O1, D2, {1} and W = Q, Q~, Qb, {1}, and hence cr acts on both V and W, 
and x ~ Nc(U 1) = NH(V) × NK(W). Put % = XlO- and '7" 2 = X20" ; then we 
obtain 
if and  onlyif  02(NN~(V)/V(~I))  = 02(~(W) /W(~2) )  = 1, ( * )  
by the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 4.2. 
Case. V = D. It follows from Sylow's theorem that x 1 = 1. We deter- 
mine the representatives of NK(W){o-)/W-orbits of 2-elements of 
NK(W)cr/W. By Proposition 5.2, x2o-~ o-, x2o-~x~xa+bo- r o-,x2o- ~ 
xho- or o-, x2o-~ o- if W = Q,Q,,,Qb or {1}, respectively. By (*) and the 
last column of the table in Proposition 5.2, we obtain 
U~ (D × Q){o-) ,  (D  × Qa){xaxa+bo->, 
or (D  X Qb){~r). 
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Case. V = D1. By Proposition 5.1, xl o- ~ o- or (1, 2)(5, 6) o-. Combining 
( , )  with the last columns of the tables in Propositions 5.1 and 5.2, we 
obtain 
U ~ (D 1 × Q) ( (1 ,2 ) (5 ,6 )@,  (0  1 X Qa)((1,2)(5,6)x~x~+bo'), 
or (D 1 × Qh)((1,2)(5,6)o-).  
Case. V = D 2. By Proposition 5.1, x 1 or ~ o- or (4, 6)(5, 3)o-. Combining 
(*)  with the last columns of the tables in Propositions 5.1 and 5.2, we 
obtain 
U ~ (D 2 × O)(o- ) ,  (D2 × Qa)<XaXa+b 0-7, or (0  2 X Ob)(o->" 
Case. V= {1}. By Proposition 5.1, x lo -~ o- or (3,4)(5,6)o-. Since 
02(CNH(v)/v(Xlo-)) = 02(CA6(xlo-)) --~ O2(S 4) v a 1, we have U ~ 22(A)by  
( , ) .  The proof is complete. | 
Throughout he remaining sections, G denotes the Conway simple group 
Co 1. Now we find the candidates for ~2(G), that is, we find ~2(L , )  
(1 _< i _< 6). From the next section, we examine which element of 22(L  ,) 
actually belongs to 22(G)  for each i (1 _< i _< 6). 
6. 21+ sO~- (2) 
Let Q ~- 21+8 be the extraspecial group such that Z(Q) = (a}, where a 
is a 2A-involution of G in ATLAS [3], and put M = No(Q) = Co(a) = 
Q'O~-(2). By Corollary 2.1, ~2(m)  = {Q, U[ U /Q ~ 22(M/Q)  = 
32(o~(2))}. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. 1. Co(Q) = (a>. 
2. 32(M)  c_~-~2(G). For g ~ ~2(M)  - {Q}, No(U) = Q.P, where P -- 
NaI/Q(U/Q). 
Proof. 1. Obvious. 2. Take U ~ 322(M). Since Q _c U, we obtain Z(U) 
c Co(Q) = (a). It follows from Z(U) = (a> that No(U) ~ No(Z(U)) = 
Co(a) = M and U = 02(NM(U)) = 02(No(U)). This implies 22(M)  c_ 
~2(G). The remaining assertion is obvious. | 
7. 211:M24 
We use the notations in Section 2. Put N = Na(E)  = EM24 = 211: M24. 
By Corollary 2.1, ~J2;(N)= {E, ER[R  ~32(M24)}. ~2(M24) is deter- 
mined by Yoshiara [11]. 
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PROPOSITION 7.1. 1. E e ~Y2(G). 
2. For U e~2(N)  - {E}, NG(U) ~ LpL  2 or L 3 (see Theorem 2.1). 
Proof. 1. Obvious. 2. For U eG22(N) - {E}, there exists R E~2(M24)  
such that U = ER. We can easily obtain Z(U) G E and Z(U) = {7  D~ E [ 
(e~D)D r = ~D, Vr ~ R} = {)--DD ~ E ]D  r + D ~ (~) ,  Vr ~ R}. On the other 
hand, we put 
K 1 = {o- ~ M24[b '~ = b, Vb ~ B} = 2 4, 
K ;  = Oa({O- ~ M241~ 7 = E,, 1 _< i < 6}) = (~-1,-",  %) = 26, 
g 3 = O2({o. E M24[Tj = T~, 1 _< i < 3}) = (Y l , ' " ,  Y6) ~ 2 0. 
Note that we can choose q-, and Yz such that each of them is of type 
(18 • 2s). By [11], we may assume R 2 K1, R = K2, or R ~ K 3. 
Case. R 2 K1. For ~ Z(U), assume D ~ ~8- It follows from the 
definition of Z(U)  D k = D (Vk ~ K~). By the regularity of (K 1, f~ + B), 
we have D = B. Next assume D ~ ~2.  From B c3 D ~ O and the defini- 
tion of Z(U), we obtain D k = D (Vk ~ K1), which contradicts the regular- 
ity of (K~,f~ + B). Therefore Z(U)= (~)  and NG(U)c  NG(Z(U))= 
CG(~B) = L 1. 
Case. R = K 2. Put C i = {x ~ f~ ] x"  = x} ~ ~8. For e D ~ Z(U), as- 
sume D c ~12. From C, C3 D :g ~ and the definition of Z(U), we have 
D ~, = D (1 _< i < 6) and 2 ~ --  K 2 c (M24)D = MI2 , a contradiction. It fol- 
lows that D ~ {X ~ ~s ] X ~ = X, (Vk ~ K2)} = {~ L) ~ j  ] 1 N i v a j < 6}, 
and Z(U)  = E~. Hence NG(U) c N~;(Z(U)) = NG(2) ---- L2. 
Case. R ~_ K 3. By the same argument as above, for ~ ~ Z(U), we have 
D~{X~s l  Xk =X,  (Vk~K3)}={TpT 2,T 3} and Z(U) c_E~--22. 
Hence Z(U) = E j  or (~r,) for some i = 1, 2, 3. This implies NG(U) c_ L~ 
or L~. The proof  is complete. | 
Remark 7.1. Proposit ion 7.1 implies that for U~,~2(N) -  {E}, if 
U ~,~2(G),  then U appears in ~'2(L,)  (i = 1, 2, or 3). Hence we may 
exclude ~0'2(N) - {E} from the candidates for ~'2(G). 
8. 2 4+ 12"(S 3 X 3S6)  
Put M = NG(E~). Then M = EzloNM24(~) N1 (~cc, ~1)  = Q'(S3 x 3S 6) 
= NG(Q), where 
C ~ ~s such that (]C c3 ~,1)~_<,<6 = (3,1,1,1,1,  1), S := (~cc) -~ Z2, 
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NM24(~) = K 2 :3S  6 (see Section 7), 
E21o = {~DE EIID C3 li;,I -= 0 (mod 2), 1 < i __< 6} --= 2 1°, 
Q = E210K 2 = 2 4+12, Z(Q) = E~. 
We define two subgroups F 1 and F2 of 3S6 _c NM~(E) as follows: 
F 1 
F~ = 
<1 
/ 
~- Z2 x Z2, 
_1> Z2 x Z2. 
We use the notion of the MOG, and a general description of the MOG 
can be found in [4]. ~J22(3S 6) consists of six classes (see [11]), and we may 
assume that U contains F 1 or F 2 for any U ~ 32(3S6). By Corollary 2.1 
and Lemma 3.2, we have the following: 
PROPOSITION 8.1. ~-@2(M) = {Q, QS g, QF g, Q(SF) g I F ~ ~o2(3S6) , g 
M}, and 22(M)  consists of 14 classes. 
PROPOSITION 8.2. 1. Q, Qs ~J22(G)  and Nc(QS) = Q'(S × 3S6). 
2. For U~z(M) -{Q, (QS)  g lg~M},  N~(U)~L  1 or L 3 (see 
Theorem 2.1). 
Proof. We can easily see Co(Q) = Z(Q) = E~. Hence for U = QR 
~.@2(M) (R = S, F, SF or {1}), we have Z(U) = {-%D ~ E~ I @r  = e-7, Vr e 
R}. 
1. It follows that Z(QS) = E~ and N~;(QS) c_N6(E~ _) = M. Thus 
Nc(QS) = Q'(S × 3S6). 
2. Take U = QR (R = F or SF). 
Case. R = F ~22(3S6) .  We can determine the structure of Z(U) as 
follows: 
[ < ~ )  = Z 2 if Fj c F, 
Z(U)  = (TDD ~ E~ [ (TDo) f = ~,  V f  ~ F} c 
t if F2 _c F.  
Hence No(U) c_ N~(Z(U)) = L 1 or L 3. 
Case. 
plete. | 
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R = SF (F ~ ~@2(3S6)). Since Z(U) = Z(QF), the proof is corn- 
9. 22+12: (S  3 X L4(2)) 
Let Q = 22+ 12 be the special group with Z(Q) = Ej, and put M = 
Nc(Ej). Then M = Q: (S 3 × L4(2)) = NG(Q), where 
NM24 (7-) D_ $3 = 12 :z ) 
By Corollary 2.1 and Lemma 3.2, we have the following: 
PROPOSITION 9.1.~ JY2(M) consists of 16 classes whose representatives are 
as follows: Q, QS, QN~, Q(S × N~) (1 < i < 7), where S := (a) -- Z 2 and 
{N/}I <t_< 7 is the set o f  representatives of ~2(L4(2)). 
PROPOSITION 9.2. 1. Q, QN/~ ~'2(G) (1 < i _< 7) and Na(QN i) = Q: 
(S 3 X NL~2~(N~)). 
2. For U ~ ~2(  M)  - {Q, (QN,) g I g ~ M, 1 <_ i < 7}, NG(U) ~ L v 
Proof. We can obtain Ca( Q )=Z(Q)=Ej .  Hence for U=QR 
~2(M) (R = S, N ,  S × N, or {1}), we have Z(U) = {~ E~-I e(~-D) r = ~,  
Vr ~ R}. 
1. Since E ___ M = Q(S 3 × L4(2)), we have E c3 L4(2) ---: E 1 = 23. On 
the other hand, L4(2) C3 M24 contains a subgroup L isomorphic to L3(2) as 
follows: 
L = LI/ 
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Since L acts on E l, we have L4(2) _D E lL  -- 23L3(2). Note [E j ,  EaL] = 1. 
Since [L4(2)12 = 123L3(2)12, we may assume N/_c ElL.  Hence for U -- QN/, 
we have Z(U)  = {~ E j [  (e--D)D ~ = -~D, Vr ~ N i} = E~. It follows that 
No(U) c Nc(Ey)  = M and N~(U) = Q(S 3 x NL~(z)(N,)). The remaining 
assertions are obvious. 
2. Take U = QR (R = S or S × N/). We can easily see Z(U) = (e~,) 
and No(U) c_ C~(~)  -- L 1. The proof  is complete. | 
10. (A  4 X G2(4)) : 2 
We use the notations in Section 4. Put M = (A 4 x G2(4))(cr).  We 
determined 32(M)  in Section 4. 
LEMMA 10.1 [1, p. 282, Lemma 49.5]. The 2A-involutions (octad involu- 
tions) in M are the long root involutions of G2(4), the 2C-involutions 
(dodecad involutions) in M are of the form vu for v ~ V and u a short root 
involution of G2(4), and the other invoh~tions are 2B-invohttions. 
PROPOSITION 10.1. 1. Z(P)  = Z(U a) = X3a+ 2 b -- 22. 
2. Z(U b) = X3a+b × X3~+a b -- 24 . 
Proof. Straightforward from the Chevalley's commutator  formulas (see 
Section 47. | 
By Proposit ion 10.1, we can determine the structure Z(U)  for each 
representative U of ~@2(M) (see Section 4) as follows: 
z ( (y× P))  = vxx3a+ b, 
z ( (v  × Ua)) = V × X3a+2 , 
Z(VX Ub) = VXX3a+b XX3a+2b, 
Z( (V× P) (o - ) )  = ( (1 ,2 ) (3 ,4 ) )  × (x3~+2b). 
z (v )  = v, 
Z(V(cr)) = ((1,2)(3,4)) ,  
PROPOSITION 10.2. Let U be one of six representatives of °J22(M) as 
above. 
1. For U 4= V and V(or), Nc(U) ~ L1, Lx, L 3 or L 4 (see Theorem 
2.1). 
2. V, V( cr ) ~ ~.@2(G) and No(V)  = M, No(V( cr )) = (V X G2(2))( cr ). 
Proof. 1. By Lemma 10.1, ~ := {x e Z(U) Ix = 2A-involution} U {1} 
= X3a+b × Xga+2b, X3~+2 b or (X3a+2b) , and Nc(Z(U))  acts on Z .  Thus 
No(U) c_ Nc(Z(U))  ~ L i (i = 1, 2, 3, or 4) by Lemma 2.1. 
2. Straightforward from the fact Z(V{ o-)) = ((1, 2)(3, 4)). | 
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11. (A 6 × U3(3)) : 2 
We use the notations in Section 5. Put M = (A 6 × U3(3)){o-). We 
determined ~(M)  in Section 5. 
PROPOSITION 11.1. 1. ~-~l(Ub) = X3a+b X X3a+2 b ~- 2 2. 
2. Z(Q) = Z(Qa) = (Xa+bXe~+b) ~-- Z4, and ~IZ(Q)  = f~lZ(Qa) = 
X3a+ 2 b ~- Z2  . 
Proof. Straightforward from the Chevalley's commutator formulas (see 
Section 4). | 
PROPOSITION 1].2. Put o = x o and -r = YaXa+b 0" = Ya+bX3a+bX3a+2 b. 
1.{x~Qlx° '=x}=X3~+b ×x3,+2 band{x~Qlx~=x,y  lxy~= 
x, Vy e Q} = ~.  
2. {xe  Q~ Ix ¢=x} = (XbX~+bXza+a) >~X3a+a-~ 4 :2  and {xeQ[  
x ¢=x,y  l~yT=x,  Vy ~ Q~} =~.  
3. {x E Qa J x~ =x} = X3a+b × X3~+2 b and {x ~ Qb [ x~ =x, y- lxy~ 
=x,  Vy eQa} =O.  
Proof. Straightforward from the Chevalley's commutator formulas. | 
PROPOSITION 11.3. Let U = (V × W)(gig2 o-) be one of the representa- 
tives of ~'2(M) (see Section 5) such that U ~ A 6 × U3(3). Then Z(U) = 
{(v, w) ~ Z(V  × W)  I (v, w) glg~ = (v, w)}. 
Proof. Suppose there exists an element (v,w)glg2o-~ Z(U) -  (V × 
W). From the definition, we have (v,w)glg2o-= ((v,w)glgzo-)glg2~= 
(vg~g2%wgzgz°')glg20" , that is, w = w ~.  On the other hand, for any 
(v 1, w~) ~ V × W, we have (v, w)glg20- = ((v, w)glg2o-) ~1"wl) = 
(VllVVfI~,wllwwf2¢)glg20-, that is, w = w~aww~  (Vw 1 ~ W), which 
contradicts Proposition 11.2. This completes the proof. | 
PROPOSITION 11.4. For U E~2(M)  - {(Ol)g , (o2)g  ] g E M},  NG(U)  
LI ,  L2, L3, L4, or  L s (see Theorem 2.1). 
Proof. Let U be one of 15 representatives of 32(M)  except for Dj and 
D 2 (see Section 5). By Propositions 11.1 and 11.3, we can find the 
structures of Z(U) and ~)~Z(U). By Lemma 10.1, ~11Z(U) satisfies one of 
the following: 
(i) ~IZ(U)  = (b),  and CG(b) = (22 x G2(4)):2, where b a is 2B- 
involution of G. 
(ii) ~IZ(U)  = X3~+2 b or X3~+b × X3~+2 b. 
(iii) {x ~ ~IZ(U)  Ix = 2A-involution} U {1} = X3,+2 b or X3~+b × 
X3a + 2b" 
Hence No(U) c_ Nc(~IZ(U))  ~ L i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5) by Lemma 2.1. | 
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TABLE I 
~2(Col) 
Representative T Ncol ( T ) 
R = ~+91+8 R'O~-(2) 
R.P, (1 _< i _< 15) R.No+(2)(Pi) 
E = 211 E:M24 
Q = 24+12 Q'(S 3 x 3S6) 
Q:S = 24+12:2 Q(S × 3S 6) 
Q1 = 22+12 Q1 :($3 x L4(2)) 
Q1 : N~ (1 < i <_ 7) Q1 : ($3 × NL4(2~(N~)) 
V= 22 (A 4 × Ge(4)):2 
V: (o-) = 22:2 (VX G2(2)): (o-) 
F = 22 (S 4 × U3(3)):2 
It suffices to consider only 2B-pure subgroups of order 2 2, and it is 
known that there are three such classes (see [5]). Furthermore, there exists 
a unique class of three, say a representative F, such that NG(F) co_ L 6 and 
NG(F) = (S 4 × U3(3)): 2. Thus F ~ 22 is a new 2-radical subgroup of G. 
12. THE MAIN RESULT 
Throughout Sections 6-11, we have excluded candidates for ~2(COl). 
Now we gather the remainder candidates for ~'z(COl), which actually 
belong to 322(COl), and hence we obtain the following result. ~2(COl) 
consists of exactly 30 classes, and the representatives and the normalizers 
of them in Co 1 are as shown in Table I, where {P,}~ _< i_<15 and {N/}I<,< 7
are the sets of representatives of 2a(O~-(2)) and ~'2(L4(2)), respectively. 
Remark. Let G be a finite group and p ~ ~-(G). A p-subgroup chain 
C: P0 < P1 < "'" < Pn is called a radical p-chain of G if it satisfies 
Po = Op(G) and P, = Op(A ij=o NG(Pj)) for all i. We can easily determine 
all of the radical 2-chains of Co 1 up to conjugacy by using Theorem 2.2, 
Lemma 3.2, [11], and the main result of this paper. 
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